June 8. 2006
Dear Dr. West.
It's all your fault that it took me so long to write this letter. I have been absolutely
entranced by my new Majestics - so much so that I'm even reluctant to turn the system
off to go to bed at night, let alone concentrate on other matters! The name given to this
speaker is perfectly chosen and that becomes clear immediately. They are at once
exquisitely revealing but gently so. powerful and subtle. exciting and soothing. To say
their sound is sumptuous and breathtaking is an understatement in the extreme.
Despite the wealth of musical detail and ambience they present, the Majestics have not a
trace of shrillness or harshness. Listener fatigue is totally absent in the most extended
listening sessions. And for those who doubt the low bass capability of full range
electrostatics. the Majesties are indeed a revelation.
I am especially impressed with the absolute uniformity of the sound field generated by the
Majestics. There is no sweet spot. hot spot, dull spot, or for that matter, any kind of spot.
Their stunning sound quality and stable imaging simply fill the entire room and the volume
is virtually the same regardless of whether one sits close to the Majestics or at the far end
of the room. Also pleasantly curious is the fact that the sound always seems to be coming
from straight ahead of one's position - there is never the sensation that sound is beaming
down from the upper portions or up from the lower portions of the speaker. This is
something I feared would occur, but I am delighted that this fear was groundless. The
Majestics simply project a perfectly credible sonic image of the original performance.
Your recommendation of the Wolcott amplifiers was well made. My two Wolcott P400
monoblocks work effortlessly with the Majestics, Together the combination is smooth as
the proverbial silk, with plenty of dynamic range and without any hint of strain.
In closing, I would like to extend my gratitude to the entire Sound Lab staff and crew for
making such a tine product. You have my deepest respect, appreciation. and admiration.

M. F.

